The AriA® Metal Hardware line offers seven designer hardware collections providing a beautiful range of finial designs and a full line of coordinating accessories across two pole diameter options. The 1 1/8" diameter Atelier, Artisan, Abode, French Returns and 1 1/8" H-Rail collections are designed to work seamlessly with each other allowing you to create customized mix-and-match decorative hardware designs and solutions. The larger 1 3/8" diameter Antiquities and 1 3/8" H-Rail collections offer updated traditional finial designs in layered, multi-pass antiqued finishes with innovative functional accessories.

**1 1/8" diameter**

- **Finishes**
  - 3 Atelier collection | modern
  - 4 Artisan collection | eclectic
  - 10 Abode collection | transitional
  - 18 Accessories
  - 20 French Returns
  - 22 H-Rail traverse
  - 38 Grommets

**1 3/8" diameter**

- **Finishes**
  - 27 Antiquities collection | traditional
  - 26 Accessories
  - 32 H-Rail traverse
  - 38 Grommets
Experience the beauty of AriA® with our NEW finish sample ring.

AriA® Atelier Retro Finish Sample Ring
Add the NEW finishes to your existing ring.
introducing our new modern
Atelier collection

The 1 1/8" Atelier Collection features modern finial designs in contemporary finishes that can be mixed and matched to create unique drapery hardware designs.
Atelier collection

CH/CH  SN/CH  SG/SG

BBN/CH  MK/BBN  MK/SG

CH  SN  SG

BZ  BBN  MK

new Tapered Ball FM600/
shown in MK/SG

new Acrylic Flute FM601/
shown in SG
Atelier collection

Faceted Square End Cap
FM603/

shown in SN

Beveled Square End Cap
FM604/

shown in BZ

Beveled Disc End Cap
FM605/

shown in SG
design your own **mix & match metal finial**

---

**step 1** Select a 1 ½” **Metal Base** - Cylinder or Cube.

**step 2** Pick a coordinating metal finish for the middle band.

**step 3** Choose a **Metal Cap**.

---

Atelier collection

**new**

Stacked Cylinder FM606/

shown in BBN

Stacked Cylinder FM607/

shown in CH
design your own mix & match shagreen finial

step 1 | Select a 1 1/8" Metal Base. Pick from two styles: Cylinder or Cube.

Cylinder Metal Base FM6081/
Cube Metal Base FM6091/

step 2 | Pick a coordinating shagreen finish for the middle band.

Cylinder Shagreen Band FM6082/
Cube Shagreen Band FM6092/

step 3 | Choose a Metal Cap.

Cylinder Metal Cap FM6083/
Cube Metal Cap FM6093/
Mix & Match Cylinder Finial
shown in Chrome with Satin Gold Shagreen Band
With this eclectic collection, we are focused on the art of detail. Our philosophy is to incorporate innovative design techniques and diverse materials into a stylish drapery hardware offering.
Craftsman Wood Square
FM505/
shown in WA/MK

Fluted Stone Trumpet
FM507/
shown in BZ

Vintage Stone Knob
FM506/
shown in BN
Abode collection

This transitional collection is elemental and essential. Each finial has been designed to transcend time while combining the elements of quality, beauty and value.
Abode collection

- Ball
  - FM100/
  - shown in BN

- Urn
  - FM110/
  - shown in AB

- Square
  - FM109/
  - shown in MK
Stacked Square
FM119/
shown in ORB

Egg
FM111/
shown in MK

Trumpet
FM112/
shown in SG
1 1/8" accessories finishes

**Fixed Poles**
- 4' Fixed............FM284/
- 6' Fixed............FM286/
- 8' Fixed............FM288/
- 12' Fixed............FM2812/

*12’ Fixed Poles are available in all finishes except BZ and ORB.

**Telescoping Poles**
- 28" - 48’........FMTR281/
- 48’ - 84’........FMTR282/
- 66’ - 120’.........FMTR283/

*Telescoping poles only work with Artisan and Abode finials. Available in all finishes except CH.

---

### Holdbacks
- **Ball Holdback**
  - FM300/
- **Cylinder Holdback**
  - FM302/

*Works with Artisan and Abode finials.

### Batons
- **Available Finishes:**
  - Chrome - CH
  - Brushed Nickel - BN
  - Satin Nickel - SN
  - Brushed Black Nickel - BBN
  - Satin Gold - SG
  - Antique Brass - AB
  - Oil Rubbed Bronze - ORB
  - Brushed Bronze - BZ
  - Matte Black - MK
  
- **36” Metal Baton**
  - FM312A/ FM312S/
- **48” Metal Baton**
  - FM314A/ FM314S/
- **60” Metal Baton**
  - FM316A/ FM316S/
1 1/8" rings

All rings include plastic inserts for smoother gliding.

- Ring with Eyelet FM200/
- C-Ring with Eyelet FM202/

*Includes clips.

1 1/8" accessories

- Turned Brackets
  - 3 1/2" - 4 1/2" projection - FM400/
  - 5" - 6 1/2" projection - FM400L/

- Double Turned Bracket
  - 3 1/2" and 6 1/2" projection - FM404/

- Bypass Turned Bracket
  - 3 1/2" - 4 1/2" projection - FM408/

- Orbital Brackets
  - 2 1/2" projection - FM405/
  - 3 1/2" projection - FM406/
  - 6" projection - FM407/

- Elbow
  - FM402/

- Inside Mount for Fixed Pole
  - FM401/

- Splice
  - FM403

- Plastic Plug
  - FM118PL
  (fits Atelier finials)

Available finishes:

- CH
- SN
- BBN
- SG
- BZ
- MK

coordinates with our modern Atelier collection

pages 4 - 9

*Includes clips.
Introducing our new French Returns

Our curved 1 ⅛” French Return elbows with stylish mounting plates allow panels to wrap all the way to the wall for a clean transitional look and can be paired with our French Return Bands to help reduce sidelight.
French Returns

French Return Bands

Bands can be used to secure the drapery ensuring minimal light gap or to cover the seams of the pole.

pair with our 1 1/8” coordinating rings
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1 1/8" H-Rail provides the perfect combination of fashion and function, creating a sophisticated solution for both residential and commercial environments.
1 1/8" H-Rail traverse

1 1/8" H-Rail finishes

Chrome - CH
Brushed Nickel - BN
Satin Nickel - SN
Brushed Black Nickel - BBN
Satin Gold - SG
Antique Brass - AB
Oil Rubbed Bronze - ORB
Brushed Bronze - BZ
Matte Black - MK

H-Rail carriers

H-Rail kits work with Pinch Pleat Ball-Bearing Carriers and Ripplefold Roller Carriers.

For more details on Pinch Pleat and Ripplefold carriers, please see the price list.

Pinch Pleat Carriers
CP10

Ripplefold Roller Carriers
R2060 R2100
R2080 R2120

batons

Available Finishes:
Chrome - CH
Brushed Nickel - BN
Satin Nickel - SN
Brushed Black Nickel - BBN
Satin Gold - SG
Antique Brass - AB
Oil Rubbed Bronze - ORB
Brushed Bronze - BZ
Matte Black - MK

36" Metal Baton
FM312A/ FM312S/

48" Metal Baton
FM314A/ FM314S/

60" Metal Baton
FM316A/ FM316S/
1 1/8" H-Rail traversing kits

Available lengths: 6', 8' & 12'. 12' lengths are available in all finishes except CH, SG, BZ and ORB. H-Rail Kits include End Caps, but are designed to work with all AriA® 1 1/8" Atelier, Artisan and Abode Finials.

Baton Draw Systems

single rod kit // wall mount

H-Rail Track (1) with 3 1/2" or 6" Wall Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (2)
3 1/2" projection - FMH28400/
6" projection - FMH28401/

single rod kit // ceiling mount

H-Rail Track (1) with 2 3/8" Drop Ceiling Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (2)
2 3/8" drop - FMH28403/

single rod kit // ceiling clip

H-Rail Track (1) with Low Profile Ceiling Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (2)
5/32" drop - FMH28406/

mixed double rod kit // wall mount

H-Rail Track (1) and Fixed Pole (1) with FM400L and Collar Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (4)
3 1/2" and 6 1/2" projection - FMH28408/

double rod kit // wall mount

H-Rail Tracks (2) with Double Wall Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (4)
3" and 7 1/2" projection - FMH28402/

double rod kit // ceiling mount

H-Rail Tracks (2) with Double Ceiling Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (4)
2 3/8" drop, 4 1/2" apart - FMH28404/
1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" H-Rail accessories

- H-Rail Wall Bracket
  - 3 \(\frac{1}{2}\)" projection - FMH28400/

- H-Rail Ceiling Bracket
  - 2 \(\frac{3}{8}\)" drop - FMH28403/

- H-Rail Double Ceiling Bracket
  - 2 \(\frac{5}{8}\)" drop, 4 \(\frac{1}{2}\)" apart - FMH28404/

- H-Rail Collar Bracket
  - Fits FM400L

- H-Rail Connector / Splice
  - Brass only
  - FMH28407

- Ceiling Bracket Extender
  - 2" projection - FMH28405/

- H-Rail Elbow
  - FMH28409/

- H-Rail Low Profile Ceiling Bracket
  - 5\(\frac{1}{8}\)" drop - FMH28406/
The Antiquities collection evokes a modern interpretation of traditional silhouettes embellished with multi-pass antique finish options in a larger scale 1 3/8” diameter, creating an expanded portfolio of stunning metal hardware window design options.
Antiquities collection

1 3/8" finishes

Polished Nickel PN
Antique Pewter AP
Iron Copper IC

Antique Brass AB
Brushed Bronze BZ
Oil Rubbed Bronze ORB

Venetian Bronze VZ
Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze DRB
Satin Black SK

1 3/8" Antiquities finish sample ring

Experience the beauty of AriA® Antiquities with our finish sample ring.

FM138FS/1
Antiquities collection

Arabesque Scroll
FM138106/
shown in DRB

Paloma Onion
FM138107/
shown in AB

Saxon End Cap
FM138190/
shown in SK
Sterling Cage
FM138109/
shown in VZ

Montclaire Urn
FM138109/
shown in AP

Avalon End Cap
FM138191/
shown in BZ

Antiquities collection
### 1 3/8" Antiquities accessories finishes

*For Venetian Bronze (VZ) and Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze (DRB) finials, please order the Matte Black (MK) options in poles, rings & accessories.

### 1 3/8" Antiquities poles

**Fixed**
- 6' Fixed........FM138206/
- 8' Fixed........FM138208/
- 12' Fixed........FM138212/

*12' Fixed Poles available in all finishes except BZ and ORB.

### Antiquities holdbacks

- **Bellaire Medallion Holdback**
  FM138900/
- **Essex Medallion Holdback**
  FM138901/
- **Holdback Extension - 2" increment**
  FM138990/
- **Finial Wall Mount Adaptor**
  FM138310/

### Batons

**Available Finishes:**
- Brushed Nickel - BN
- Antique Pewter - AP
- Iron Copper - IC
- Antique Brass - AB
- Brushed Bronze - BZ
- Oil Rubbed Bronze - ORB
- Matte Black - MK
- Satin Black - SK

* For PN, order BN. For VZ & DRB, order MK.

- **36" Metal Baton**
  FM312A/ FM312S/
- **48" Metal Baton**
  FM314A/ FM314S/
- **60" Metal Baton**
  FM316A/ FM316S/
1 3/8" Antiquities rings

All rings include plastic inserts for smoother gliding.

Ring with Eyelet
FM138200/
*Includes clips.

C-Ring with Eyelet
FM138202/
*Includes clips.

1 3/8" Antiquities accessories

Turned Brackets
3 1/2" - 4 1/2" projection - FM138400/
5" - 6 1/2" projection - FM138400L/

Double Turned Bracket
3 1/2" and 6 1/2" projection - FM138404/

Bypass Turned Bracket
3 1/2" - 4 1/2" projection - FM138408/

V-Bracket
4 1/4" - 5 1/2" projection - FM138410/

Elbow
FM138402/

Inside Mount for Fixed Pole
FM138401/

Splice
FM138403

*Includes clips.

All rings include plastic inserts for smoother gliding.
introducing our new

1 3/8" H-Rail traverse

1 3/8" H-Rail provides the perfect combination of fashion and function in a larger diameter, creating more sophisticated solutions for both residential and commercial environments.
**1 3/8" H-Rail Traverse**

**1 3/8" H-Rail finishes**

- Polished Nickel (PN)
- Antique Pewter (AP)
- Iron Copper (IC)
- Antique Brass (AB)
- Brushed Bronze (BZ)
- Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)
- Matte Black* (MK) (for VZ & DRB)
- Satin Black (SK)

**H-Rail carriers**

H-Rail kits work with Pinch Pleat Ball-Bearing Carriers and Ripplefold Roller Carriers.

For more details on Pinch Pleat and Ripplefold carriers, please see the price list.

**Pinch Pleat Carriers**

CP10

**Ripplefold Roller Carriers**

R2060  R2100  R2080  R2120

**batons**

- Available Finishes: * Brushed Nickel - BN
  * Antique Pewter - AP
  * Iron Copper - IC
  * Antique Brass - AB
  * Brushed Bronze - BZ
  * Oil Rubbed Bronze - ORB
  * Matte Black - MK
  * Satin Black - SK

* For PN, order BN.
For VZ & DRB, order MK.

- 36" Metal Baton
  FM312A/  FM312S/

- 48" Metal Baton
  FM314A/  FM314S/

- 60" Metal Baton
  FM316A/  FM316S/
1 3/8" H-Rail traversing kits

Available lengths: 6', 8' & 12'. 12' lengths are available in all finishes except BZ, ORB or IC.
H-Rail Kits include End Caps, but are designed to work with all AriA® 1 3/8" Antiquities Finials.
Baton Draw Systems

---

single rod kits // wall mount

H-Rail Track (1) with 3 1/2" or 6" Wall Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (2)
3 1/2" projection - FMH138400/
6" projection - FMH138401/

---

single rod kit // ceiling mount

H-Rail Track (1) with 2 3/8" Drop Ceiling Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (2)
2 3/8" drop - FMH138403/

---

single rod kit // ceiling clip

H-Rail Track (1) with Low Profile Ceiling Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (2)
5/8" drop - FMH138406/

---

double rod kit // wall mount

H-Rail Tracks (2) with Double Wall Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (4)
3" and 7 1/2" projection - FMH138402/

---

double rod kit // ceiling mount

H-Rail Tracks (2) with Double Ceiling Brackets (4) for 6' & 8' kits, (5) for 12' kits and End Caps (4)
2 5/8" drop, 4 1/2" apart - FMH138404/

---

mixed double rod kit // wall mount

H-Rail Track (1) and Fixed Pole (1) with FM138400L and Collar Brackets (4) and End Cap Finials (4)
3 1/2" and 6 1/2" projection - FMH138408/
1 3/8" H-Rail accessories

H-Rail Wall Bracket
3 1/8" projection - FMH138400/

H-Rail Wall Bracket
6" projection - FMH138401/

H-Rail Double Wall Bracket
3" and 7 1/2" projection - FMH138402/

H-Rail Ceiling Bracket
2 5/8" drop - FMH138403/

H-Rail Double Ceiling Bracket
2 9/16" drop, 4 1/8" apart - FMH138404/

Ceiling Bracket Extender
2" projection - FMH138405/

H-Rail Low Profile Ceiling Bracket
5/32" drop - FMH138406/

H-Rail Collar Bracket
FMH138408/
Fits FM138400L

H-Rail Connector / Splice
Brass only
FMH138407

H-Rail Elbow
FMH138409/

H-Rail Plain End Cap
FMH138104/
grommets

Perfect for stylish, modern drapery treatments. Grommets coordinate with 1 1/8" & 1 3/8" diameter poles. See price list for coordinating finishes.
grommets

**GR12/T**  ( Matte Nickel )

**GR12/N**  ( Nickel )

**GR12/BS**  ( Brushed Steel )

**GR12/B**  ( Brass )

**GR12/A**  ( Antique Brass )

**GR12/R**  ( Antique Copper )

**GR12/RB**  ( Oil Rubbed Bronze )

**GR12/S**  ( Satin Smoke )

**GR12/K**  ( Black )

Grom-A-Link™

**GRL12/T**  ( Matte Nickel )

**GRL12/N**  ( Nickel )

**GRL12/BS**  ( Brushed Steel )

**GRL12/B**  ( Brass )

**GRL12/A**  ( Antique Brass )

**GRL12/R**  ( Antique Copper )

**GRL12/RB**  ( Oil Rubbed Bronze )

**GRL12/S**  ( Satin Smoke )

**GRL12/K**  ( Black )
to place an order

Phone 1-800-343-4542
    704-866-0850
Fax 1-800-554-0407
    704-868-9787
AriAMetalHardware.com

230 Meek Road
Gastonia, NC 28056

Offices are open Monday – Friday
8:00AM - 6:00PM ET